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The sword of injustice has been thrust into the Central Coast community by a government department who pretends
that it is independent. The Independent Pricing and Regulatory Tribunal (IPART) has kowtowed to the previous
Central Coast Administrator’s request for a 15% rate hike, holding Central Coast ratepayers to ransom for the
Council’s financial crisis. IPART claims that the people of NSW are better off through independent decisions and
advice, yet, when Councils come knocking for a rate increase they get it. Where is the independence?
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CENTRAL Coast Council Administrator, Mr Rik Hart said whilst IPART’s decision to allow for a special rate increase of 15% for
only three years is welcome, but it doesn’t go far enough to provide long term financial sustainability to Central Coast Council.
 
Ratepayers were shortchanged by the previous administrator, who angered the community with decisions that were not serving
their best interest. Mr Hart complains that the decision to allow a rate increase was limited, but you can guarantee that in three
years’ time, whoever is in charge of Council, will be banging loudly on IPART’s front door for the 15% rate increase to continue.
 
The question is, why should Central Coast ratepayers be held responsible for Council’s financial mess? Are the community no
more than a local government milk cow, expected to give every last drop of their earnings to bail out a failed council? Ratepayers
will hurt financially, but that doesn't seem to be a concern to those who wield the power.
 
Mr Hart said, “IPART’s decision of only allowing a special rate increase for three years is somewhat disappointing given the
financial crisis we are in. Whilst the increase gives us short term stability, it doesn’t provide for long term financial sustainability.”
 
“This decision makes it extremely challenging to plan for major infrastructure in the future and means we will need two more
IPART decisions in the next three years. This will result in two further years’ work of consultation, continuing to cause
complications and instability for the organisation and the community,” he said.
 
Long-term stability will have to come from productivity gains, as was promised from amalgamation.
 
And while Central Coast Council is contemplating how they can justify further argument to bleed a financially hurting community,
there still have been no answers from the administration of the Council as to how their financial mess came about and how did it
happen. All the community has seen is the reduction of council services, staff cuts and the sale of public lands and suffered a
sting in the tail of no new infrastructure for up to ten years.
 
Member for Wyong David Harris said in his recent debate in Parliament on the community petition for an inquiry into Central
Coast Council, “The community have been through council after council with scandal and corruption findings against them. That’s
not good enough, our community deserves better than that. They want answers!”
 
“The Premier has failed to demonstrate leadership and failed the Central Coast,” he said.
 
There is no doubt that Council’s financial mess can be attributed in part to the failed Mike Baird super council experiment, but
why should the Government’s failings be thrust upon the community?
 
In December 2020, Council was required to source commercial loans in order to enable us to fund a reduced capital works
program and pay creditors. Those commercial loans required Council to commit to terms and conditions, which included assets
sales, reduction in costs and a reduction in staff numbers.
 
“There was no ‘bail out’ from the NSW Government. It was said from the beginning that without a rate increase there would be
further service reductions and assets sales, and sadly the community is already witnessing what this looks like,” said Mr Hart.
 
“We continue to hear from the various members of parliament of their opposition to the rate increase, however once again they
offer no alternative.”
 
The alternative is very clear, the NSW Government should pay for its failed experiment.
 
The question that should also be answered, why are certain high value properties, such as the proposed Chappypie land next to
the airport, which was valued at around $60 million, not being put up for sale?
 
In a recently buoyant real estate market, auctioning those high value properties may well have quickly negated the need for a
rate rise. But that wasn’t ever going to be the answer. Previous administrator Dick Persson had a single agenda to achieve: to
ensure that the Central Coast ratepayers bear the burden for Council’s financial failure.

15% rate hike will leave ratepayers hurting
financially for years to come


